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Marxism in Czech art history 1945–1970

In the early 1970s, a graduate student from the Mar-

had become the sole applicable and, in fact, the sole

burg University came to Prague to study the topic of

permitted ideology, philosophy and also methodo-

Hussite iconoclasm in local archives for his doctoral

logical approach in humanities. There was a tradition

dissertation. His name was Horst Bredekamp (1947-),

to follow: between the wars and immediately after

and his dissertation was based on Western Marxism.

1945 there was not only a pronounced Slavophile incli-

Czechoslovak intellectual life was on its absolute low

nation, but also a strong Leftist tradition in the Czech

in the beginning of the nineteen-seventies as a result

part of the country. In 1946, the Czechoslovak Com-

of the successful and energetic Neo-Stalinist revenge

munist Party was the strongest in Europe and the only

against the Prague Spring in 1968. Prominent intellec-

one to have won a parliament majority in free elec-

tuals were mostly expelled from the Communist Party

tions.3

and consequently lost their academic jobs, books were

The Institute of Art History at the Prague University

being banned and destroyed, and Revisionism be-

(Katedra dějin umění Univerzity Karlovy) was founded

came the catchphrase for branding the enemies con-

already in 1874 as one of the first ten in Ger-

strued by the new regime. Official rhetoric proclaimed

man-speaking countries. Six years later the University

a renewal of true Marxist-Leninist principles in all ar-

split in two, and there were two Institutes in Prague,

eas of social life, including art history. The young

the Czech and the German one, until the mass expul-

scholar from Western Germany was assigned to

sion of Germans in 1945-1946 and the closing of the

spend his several months at the Institute of Art History

German University.4 Following the formation of the

of the Czechoslovak Academy of Sciences (Ústav

Czechoslovak Republic in 1918, the Czech art history

teorie a dějin umění Československé akademie věd)

institute was taken over by the pupils and followers of

where he could meet the peer group of Czech me-

the Vienna School of art history who centered around

dievalists. One of them recalls the total mutual incom-

the Czech speaking Max Dvořák (1874-1921) before

prehensibility: how can a young scholar from the free

his death.5 In fact, they occupied completely the art

world believe in Marxism? And why was he unable to

historical positions in museums, art schools and state

find anything that would resemble Marxist art history in

heritage institutions. Men of bourgeois descent, who

Prague after twenty-five years of Communist rule? I

maintained the elitist character of art history, sustained

will attempt to examine this forty-year old impasse

the liberal and secular rhetoric of the Czechoslovak

through an analysis of the history of Czech art history.

state. The only one among respected art historians

I hope it may reveal some of the inner workings of the

who was led by his interest in social art history to-

discipline during the two phases of the authoritarian

wards Marxist ideas was Vincenc Kramář (1877-

regime: first in the Stalinist period of the 1950s, and

1960), well known for his recognition of early Cubism. 6

later in the 1960s leading up to the Prague Spring in

Kramář, however, worked hard to create a state muse-

1968 and the onset of the so-called Normalization a

um of art, the later National Gallery, and refrained from

year later.2

extensive publishing. He joined the Communist Party

1

My attempt at finding a convincing answer will start

in 1945, wrote a defense of the Communist cultural

with a brief sketch of the situation in the 1950s. In just

politics the next year but at the age of seventy-three,

a few years after the takeover of power by the Com-

he declined the possibility of engagement in the newly

munist Party of Czechoslovakia (Komunistická strana

reformed art historical institutions in 1950.

Československa, KSČ) in 1948, Marxism-Leninism
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Czech mainstream art history between the wars pre-

art and its social framework. Later the same year,

ferred the formalist inquiry and “art history as history of

however, Neumann performed the public ritual of self-

ideas”, as proposed by Max Dvořák in his later years,

criticism and denounced his alleged retaining of the

to interests in either social history or structuralism. As

structuralist heritage that he had learned from Jan

a result, Czech art history in 1948 was found lacking

Mukařovský (1891-1975) and from which he was res-

any Marxist tradition of its own and set itself apart in

cued only by reading the great Stalin.11 However

this respect from the artistic scene including criticism.

vague the presence of structuralist tradition in Neu-

The leading personality in that field was the pre-war

mann’s dissertation may seem to us nowadays, it was

Marxist, surrealist and constructivist theoretician Karel

correctly considered to be the most important intellec-

Teige (1900-1951), who was, however, denounced as

tual danger to the Prague students. Jan Mukařovský

Trotskyist by the new regime, banished from public ac-

himself completely refuted his former theories around

tivity, and his works were banned after he had died in

1950 and adhered strictly to Marxism.12 Three years

1951, to be published again only in 1966. Both before

later, in an afterword to the Czech translation of Fred-

and after World War II, there was no lack of Commu-

erick Antal’s (1887-1954) Florentine Painting and its

nists and Marxists among people active in Czech arts,

Social Background, Neumann harshly criticized the

journalism and politics, but the academic élite, includ-

author from a Stalinist position and denounced his ad-

ing Czech and German written historiography, ostensi-

herence to the so-called vulgar sociologism.13 He saw

bly ignored Marxist initiatives.8

Antal’s main mistake in the too close attention to Marx

7

The newly established Stalinist regime after 1948

and Engels while neglecting the teachings of Lenin

needed to reform thoroughly the intellectual scene,

and Stalin. The other part of Neumann’s criticism,

and the state ruled by the Communist Party (CP) pro-

however, seems relevant even today, as he re-

ceeded quickly.

The Czech university had been

proached Antal for directly proceeding from the stylis-

closed during the Nazi occupation. Among the large

tic to class analyses and considering art to be a me-

numbers of students, who entered the university after

chanical product of the donors’ class or stratum. Al-

1945, the most ambitious ones actively participated in

though Antal’s seminal book of Marxist art history was

the political purges of higher education institutions. By

thus made accessible to the Czech readership just a

1950, the leading professors either joined the Commu-

few years after its publication in London, it was at the

nist Party or their teaching was suspended, and many

same time clearly branded as methodologically unsuit-

were forced to leave the University. Others compen-

able.

9

sated for not joining by expressing their loyalty to the

The denouncement of Antal was no accident. Czech

ruling ideology even more strongly than the members

art history and criticism have never been interested in

of the CP. The need to generate a new cohort of faith-

social and contextual approaches towards art. On the

ful Communist scholars caused an extreme shortening

contrary, they have both, continuously and decisively,

of academic procedures and the leaders of the new

relied on the idea of artistic autonomy and on the con-

generation defended their doctorate theses aged

cept of the dominance of art’s formal and noetic roles.

twenty-three. Together with their teachers they partici-

The methodological orientation of Czech art history to-

pated in ideological conferences where Stalin’s linguis-

wards autonomous formal problems and its disdain for

tic theories were applied to art history.

concepts of social inclusion of artistic practice derived

A typical example of these processes and, at the

originally from a narrowly conceived heritage of the Vi-

same time, the leading personality of the field during

enna School pursued in a provincial situation during

the next decades, Jaromír Neumann (1924-2001) of

the interwar period.14 In the 1950s, the avoidance of

the Charles University (Univerzita Karlova) identified

social contextualization led Czech art history to an ex-

Realism with progressive classes in his dissertation on

clusive concentration on the stylistic topic of Realism.

Realism in 17 century Bohemian painting, which he

It is well known that whenever the “classics of Marx-

defended in 1951.10 Neumann attempted to construe a

ism-Leninism” wrote about art, they discussed Realism

direct interrelationship between the formal character of

in literature. While art criticism demanded the produc-

th
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tion of current artworks in the style of so-called Social-

lectic method compensates for his lack of class-con-

ist Realism, art history was assigned the task to re-

sciousness. Dvořák’s concept of “art history as the his-

search the progressive role of realist art in the past

tory of ideas” is now coupled with an appropriated and

and, specifically, to construe the category of “progres-

refashioned iconology. Together they are newly con-

sive Realism” in Czech national art. The distance of

strued as a method, which enables art historians to in-

Czech art historical tradition both from social contextu-

tuitively and directly contact the ideologies of the past

alization and from structuralism enabled a certain re-

centuries that are embodied in artistic styles. Thanks

sponsiveness towards the actual political demands

to this operation, art history now could claim to bring

and a smooth transition towards the concentration on

original and important contributions to the studies of

the theory of Realism.

historical materialism, because ideologies of the past

In the years of the so-called Thaw after 1956, Czech

could be deduced directly from the forms of visual art.

art history together with other academic fields

The specific stress is on the im- mediacy of the

searched for more intellectually ambitious approaches

method, which does not have to rely either on studying

that would be compatible with the official Marx-

the concrete social environment nor the textual back-

ism-Leninism. It was Jaromír Neumann who succeed-

ground of artistic production, but proceeds solely

ed to find the way ahead by 1960. He concentrated

through the focused intuitive interpretation of forms.

first on the psychological category of individual artistic

Such a “formalist iconology” was able to provide secu-

imagination that he recognized at the core of artistic

lar interpretations of Medieval and Baroque Christian

creativity.15 He went to Vienna where Karl M. Swoboda

art whose secular meaning could be deciphered under

(1889-1977) hosted and helped him in his studies for

the religious veil. The danger of vague and fancy inter-

several months in 1958.16 Swoboda had been profes-

pretations was downplayed for many decades. After

sor at the German Art Historical Institute in Prague be-

all, the procedure conformed to the intellectual prac-

tween 1935-1945 and after his eviction took over Sedl-

tices that were common in everyday life in Communist

mayr’s Vienna institute. Neumann reported that he

countries: it was normal to read daily newspapers and

studied late Dvořák’s papers in Vienna and found in

search for the true meaning which may lay hidden be-

them the inspiration for his decisive meth- odological

tween the lines and under the superficial layer of the

turn. From retrospect it is clear, however, that refer-

obvious meaning. There was no need for scruples of

ence to hitherto unpublished Dvořák papers served

semiotics, which was considered the most dangerous

above all to legitimate the new approach by referring

enemy of Marxist-Leninist scholarship, together with

to the venerated founding father of Czech art history.

structuralism.18

17

But Neumann must have studied more than Dvořák in

Such Marxist, or formalist iconology was disengaged

Vienna. Extensive references to Erwin Panofsky’s

both from Panofsky’s constructs and from the social

post-war iconology can be found in Neumann’s articles

art history developed in Western Marxism in the tradi-

in 1960s, namely to The Early Netherlandish Painting

tion of Frederick Antal and Arnold Hauser. It was con-

of 1953, a volume inaccessible in Prague libraries at

sidered to follow from the late Max Dvořák and his at-

that time. Most important, the decisive stress on intu-

tempt to create an art history that would uphold the

ition as a structural element in art historical interpreta-

spiritual idealism of humanist tradition, which seemed

tion in Neumann’s new concept must be derived from

to be irrevocably lost in the impoverished Vienna after

the Strukturforschung of the pre-war Hans Sedlmayr.

1918. In the reality of Communist dictatorship the incli-

Neumann never cites him, because the former Nazi

nation to deal only with the autonomous formal char-

follower and pronounced Catholic conservative was an

acter of art served well to maintain a phantasm of in-

unacceptable model “revanchist” in the 1960s Czecho-

dependence from political engagement and the pris-

slovakia.

tine idealism of art historical scholarship. If art is root-

Neumann came home with the concept that I sug-

ed in purely formal problems and governed by autono-

gest to call “iconological turn of Marxism”. According to

mous rules of formal development, then any demands

the new reading of Dvořák, his employment of the dia-

for current political engagement of both art and art his-
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tory simply miss the point and must remain ineffective.

geois and elitist humanistic field and to endorse the

The most successful results in Czech art historical

self-affirmed position of art historians who felt them-

writing was Neumann’s survey Baroque Art in Bo-

selves safely distanced from ideological collaboration.

hemia and the secular analysis of the illuminations in

Another result was, however, the lack of any con-

the Passional of Abbess Kunigunde by Karel Stejskal.

frontation with new methodological trends in the West,

The monograph on Albrecht Dürer by Rudolf Chadra-

in the 1960s, 70s and 80s as well as after 1990. Dis-

ba was published in German in 1964. The still useful

trust towards any methodology oriented on social and

monograph on the manuscript illuminations made for

political framing of artistic production and meaning, as

Wenceslas IV by Josef Krása, again published both in

well as mistrust of semiotics pervades the mainstream

English and German in 1971 and 1974, may be the

Czech art history until today. Horst Bredekamp might

best result of the “Marxist iconology”.19 By the way, the

find himself missed by the majority of Czech art histori-

similarities between the iconological projects of Neu-

ans today, just as forty years ago.

mann and Jan Białostocki, primacy of either or perhaps their collaboration should be studied in the future.
Jaromír Neumann himself was gradually banned
from teaching and publishing after 1969 when he was
expelled from the CP (KSČ) because he disapproved
of the military occupation of Czechoslovakia by the
Warsaw Pact forces. His last internationally accessible
book was Renaissance Art in Bohemia, which testified
to his capability to go beyond the limits of his own “formalist iconology” and to embrace new methodological
impulses from the West.20 Other Czech art historians
who remained affiliated to the institutional establishment of the field during the Normalization period, remained rather locked in it. An interesting methodological hybrid which grew from the “formalist iconology”
appeared in 1971 in the book by Rudolf Chadraba that
dealt with the sculptural decorations of the Bridge
Tower in Prague. The ardent admirer of Dvořák connected extensively intuitive and vaguely grounded
iconological analyses with the positions of Josef Strzygowski in order to show how the art at the Prague
court of Charles IV was derived directly from the Middle East and Persia.21
The specific construct of “formalist iconology” was
capable to serve several purposes for Czech art history. Under the Communist regime, it functioned as the
necessary Marxist-Leninist method which conformed
to the demands of the state: its results contributed to
the historical materialism by gaining a direct knowledge of ideologies of the past and by providing secular
interpretations of religious art. At the same time, its
persistence on the total autonomy of art allowed
Czech art history to maintain the position of a bour-
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Summary
Czechoslovakia was subject to authoritarian rule of the
Communist Party since 1948 and any research had to
comply with Marxism-Leninism as the sole acceptable
scientific method. Czech art history (as different form
art criticism) lacked any experience with Marxism.
Around and after 1950, there continued the quest for a
method that would be both compatible with the scholarly tradition following the Vienna School and acceptable to the ideologues of the political regime. Jaromír
Neumann found the best result in his invention of “formalist iconology” around 1960: a strange hybrid of Panofsky’s post-war iconology and the late Dvořák’s “spiritual art history” has served Czech art history well until
today.
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